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Ff14 anima weapon quests

A new expansion means new Relic Weapons to collect in Final Fantasy XIV, and Patch 5.25 adds the Save the Queen: Blades of Gunnhildr relilic quests. If you're afraid yoshi-p and holding locked Relic Weapons behind another Eureka then rejoice... At least for now. The first stage includes a long solo copy, but even
novice players at level 80 can get this first stage knockout. The new Save the Quest Resistance Relic Weapons require you to complete the Ivalice raids. You'll read that headline carefully: if you skipped or missed the Stormblood Return to Ivalice Alliance Raid series, you'll need to double return and complete it. Being
level 80 and completing the main story of Shadowbringers, but without Ivalice out of the way you won't be able to take on the Hail to the Queen quest. If you haven't completed Return to Ivalice yet, head to Kugane and search for the quest Dramatis Personae (X:12.2, Y:12.3). You may need to set aside a day or two to
complete the entire raid series (and I highly recommend watching the cutscenes if you're a Final Fantasy Tactics and/or XII fan), but the raids recently saw some nerfs that will make them easier to complete. That, and with anyone looking to earn their Relic Weapon this patch the Duty Finder shouldn't take long to find you
a group. Remember: mechanics are not just for cars. Once you've completed the final Return to Ivalice quest (The City of Lost Angels), we're level 80 and you've completed the main scenario for Shadowbringers, you can return to Kugane to launch the new Relic Weapon quest line (from Keiten on X:12.2, Y:12.3).
Choose which level 80 class you want to push through this quest chain: it's only the end when you choose your relic for which you need to be on the lesson you want it for. You will eventually have to survive a long instanced duty to complete the Save the Queen quest line. The good news here is that if you get defeated
by one of the bosses your progression will be saved and you get that boss back immediately. The bad news is that you need to complete this duty in a seat – you lose your progress if you log out or undertake another duty. But, it really is a glorified Trust dungeon, and if you are set above iLvL 460 you should be good.
After the instance is done, do one last little search and earn your first relic, for free! A separate repeatable quest will be available after you complete the main chain for additional Relic Weapons, and you must complete it as the class you picked up as. Best part about the extra relics: the four Thavnairian Scalepowders



can be bought for 1000 poetics from Rowena's Vendors in Idyllshire and Revenant's Toll (Poetics seller under Special Arms). Each is iLvL 485, but what makes them really special are the five five slots baked right in. Yep, these bad guys are easy to grab and grab a punch. Kinda scares me what's to come... Additional
Resistance Relic Weapon quests will be added in future patches, but for now it will just be the Save the Queen quest chain you should be worried about. Like all previous relics, the full quest line will require a significant portion of your time in the rest of the expansion update cycle, so prepare for future phases to take
much, much longer than it did. Make sure you check out our guides for the relic tools and relic armor and if you need all the relics in your life. - This article has been updated at:7 April 2020 GAME DEALSGet Twitch Prime For Free Right Now and get in-game items, rewards and free games RELATED TOPICS :
CategoryDiscussionEditHistory A series of quests spanning the Heavensward expansion, enabling players to obtain increasingly powerful work-specific weapons, up to a maximum of iLevel 275. A young researcher from the Near East has come to Eorzea looking for help. His field? Anima, an essence that he considers a
reflection of the soul. Through a chance encounter with the master craftsman Gerolt, he and the legendary blacksmith have joined forces to create a weapon like the empire has never seen before. Prerequisitions[edit] Disciple of War or Magic at Level 60. Completion of Heavensward (Quest). Unlock the Anima Weapon
System[edit] This quest only needs to be completed once and the system is permanently unlocked. Phase 1: Base Weapon[edit] Step 1: Soul without Life (FATEs) (iLevel 170)[edit] This quest is repeatable; it can be active for a task at any given time, but must be repeated for each. Visit Revenant's Toll and speak with
Rowena and Syndony. Acquire 1 Luminous crystal of each element by completing fates in specific areas (and returning them to Syndony). This step can be skipped by syndony to trade a Zodiac Weapon Zeta for one of each lump. WARNING: The weapon will be permanently lost, but your replicas of Drake will continue
to be obtained once you have completed The Vital Title. Astral Nodule Fire x1Azys Lla Wind x1Sea of Clouds Lightning x1Churning Mists Umbule Nodule Ice x1Coerthas Western Highlands Earth x1Dravanian Forelands Water x1Dravanian Hinterlands Return to Ardashir in Azys Lla and trade the nodules to complete the
quest and receive an iLV170 Animated weapon. Step 2: Toughening Up (Dungeons) (iLevel 200)[edit] This quest must be advanced on the same track on which it is accepted. Accept Ardashir's quest. Complete 10 Dungeons in a specific order on the quest-accepted job. You only need to have the Animated weapon
equipped if you have the duty You do the whole dungeon with your normal weapon, but make sure you switch before you leave the service upon completion! You complete the A Realm Reborn tasks in an unsync'd party! Snowcloth (Hard) The sunken temple of Qarn (Hard) Speak to Ardashir in the south of Thanalan.
The Keeper of The Wanderer's Lake The Wanderer's Palace (Hard) Amdapor Keep (Hard) Speak to Ardashir in the South Shroud. The Dusk Vigil Sohm Al The Aery The Vault Speaking with Ardashir in the Columns. Speak to Ardashir in Azys Lla to complete the quest and receive an iLV200 Awoken weapon. Step 3:
Coming into Its Own (Grind) (iLevel 210)[edit] The ultimate goal for this (long) step is to acquire four items from Cristiana, which require a bit of a trading game. Each of the four items required: 10 of an Unidentifiable Token (obtained in different ways; see below) 4 of a particular manufactured item (LV60★); View recipes
pages Each item created is also on sale at your Grand Company Quartermaster for 5,000 stamps each. Acquiring Unidentifiable Items (aka The Trading Game)[edit] Hover over icons for more information. Phase two: Hyperconducting[editing] Finding Your Voice (iLevel 230)[edit] Return to Azys Lla and accept Finding
Your Voice by Ardashir. Return to Azys Lla and give Gerolt the five oils to receive the Hyperconductive Anima weapon. Phase three: Anima Weapon Reconditioned[edit] A Dream Fulfilled (iLevel 240)[edit] Gather Umbrite and Crystal Sand and raise stats by visiting Ulan. You need up to 80 Umbrite and 80 Crystal Sand
(see note). NOTE: For this third phase of upgrading your Anima, you may get a bonus. This means you get twice the points for only handing in the items for 1 upgrade. Therefore, it is advisable to get 70 of each item (Umbrite and Crystal Sand) and then continue upgrading your Anima until you run out of materials. Finally
buy/trade the remaining necessary materials. in: Quests in Final Fantasy XIV &lt; Final Fantasy XIV quests Edit Share The following is a list of quests classified as Anima Weapons from Final Fantasy XIV. TypeSide Story QuestsRequiresHeavenswardUnlocks Soul without LifeRewards 1071Start NPCRowenaEnd
NPCArdashirPatch3.15Rowena is planning a trip to Revenant's Toll.You happen to be on Rowena just as two unexpected visitors arrive. the first is a serious young researcher with an urgent request, the second, Rolled the ale-sodden blacksmith. Without time, the researcher, one Ardashir, explains that he has done
research on creating artificial life, something he calls anima. Although all his trials have so far ended in failure, he is convinced that the Work of the Sharlayans on mysterious sentries holds the key to success. Before he can continue with his suit, however, Rolled decries him for his lack of imagination, and wryly suggests
melting the anima with a weapon-a proposal that Ardashir like a genius battle. Never one to miss an opportunity to turn a profit, Rowena sets about persuading Gerolt to join the company, and before you know it you too have been roped in to test the finished product. You are to rendezvous with Ardashir and Rolled in
Azys Lla, where the couple will apparently work. You will find Ardashir in Azys Lla amazed at the technological wonders of the once great Allagan Empire. Now that you're here, he's ready to work on the anima weapon. Speak to Ardashir in Azys Lla.TypeSide Story QuestsRequiresAn Unexpected ProposalUnlocks
Toughening UpRewards 1447Start NPCArdashirEnd NPCArdashirPatch3.15Ardashir seems eager to create anima. ◆Changing classes or jobs will prevent progress during this search. Ardashir hopes to work on the anima weapon as soon as possible. All the necessary elements are in place except two: astral and
umbral nodules, the catalysts needed to facilitate the process of channeling aether into the soulstone. Ardashir doesn't know where to buy them, and proposes to speak to Rowena in Revenant's Toll. With any luck, she will know of a trader who can offer what he needs. ◆You may not continue with a class or job that is
different from when you accepted this quest. Hearing of your need for crystals with unusual properties, Rowena suggests a conversation with a trader with the name of Syndony. She is a jeweler who also happens to be very knowledgeable about crystals. You will find her on the terrace of the second floor in the House of
Splendors.When talking to Syndony, it quickly becomes clear that your reputation has preceded you. When you inquire about the nodules, she is surprised by your bizarre request, but is not deterred from the challenge of producing what you are looking for. The process requires elementary-viewed luminous crystals, and
she insists that you bring her one of every element. But she also believes there is another way: to bring her a Zodiac Weapon of the highest order. Seeing your nonplussed expression, she admits that such a legendary weapon can be no more than a rumor. ◆If you are unwilling or unable to offer a suitable Zodiac
Weapon, luminous crystals can be obtained by participating in FATEs in the following regions: - Sea of Clouds: luminous wind crystals - Azys Lla: luminous fire crystals - Churning Mists: luminous lightning crystals - Coerthas western highlands: luminous ice crystals - Dravanian forelands: luminous earth crystals -
Dravanian backland: luminous water crystalsWith the nodules in hand Ardashir is finally ready to continue rolling's plan. He duly completes the infusion of the aether, and hands the pulsating soulstone to Gerolt, who immediately starts over applying the radiant gemstone to your arm. Some time later, the sweating
blacksmith finally lowers his a look of both exhaustion and satisfaction on his face. The plan is successful and you are the proud owner of an anima weapon. Now begins the journey to discover its full potential. Speak to Rowena at Revenant's Revenant's with Syndony on Revenant's Toll.Deliver the astral lump and
umbral lump to Ardashir in Azys Lla.TypeSide Story QuestsRequires Soul without LifeUnlocks Coming into Its OwnRewards 848 NArdashirEnd NPCArdashirPatch3.15Ardashir curiously seems to see how the anima will develop. ◆Changing classes or jobs will prevent progress during this search. The anima that's in
your weapon right now is like a newborn babe in mortal terms. To promote this early spirit, Gerolt suggests that you treat it to an old-fashioned fight. Knowing that you've been involved in more than a few titanic battles over the years, he recommends revisiting the sites of some of your most memorable encounters. When
you hear this, Ardashir asks you to accompany you to make sure that the development of the anima is not undocumented. When you look back at your past exploits, the princely halls of Snowcloak come to mind. Maybe Coerthas would be a good place to start anima's education. ◆You may not continue with a class or
job that is different from when you accepted this quest. With an anima weapon in hand, you'll fight your way through the frozen rooms of Snowcloak and you won't get any worse for wear and tear. As you consider your next destination, a glinting fish jumps up in the frozen water nearby, and at that moment you decide
where to continue the anima's training: the Sastasha Sea cave. ◆The required quests for Sastasha (Hard) must be completed before continuing this quest. The drowned Sea Cave's Reavers are no match for you and your new weapon. Soaked on the skin of your aquatic adventure, you choose to continue the anima's
training in a warmer and drier location. and where can be warmer or drier than the sunken temple of Qarn? The required quests for the Sunken Temple of Qarn (Hard) must be completed before continuing this quest. You'll fight the wild animals that now roam the corridors of Qarn, and avoid the dangers of still lingering
traps and snares along the way. Although such achievements are all in a day's work for the Warrior of Light, the same cannot be said of Ardashir, who has done well to follow you to this point. Trouble him for his thoughts on the trip so far. Ardashir asks if you have noticed changes in the anima since the beginning of your
trip, but you have nothing to report. Undiscouraged, you decide to revisit the Guardian of the Lake and drive off all the Garlean troops who can save the wreckage there. Unable to continue your advance, the Garleans retreat, and the Guardian of the Lake is sleeping soundly again. for the next lesson of the anima, you
decide to visit the Wanderer's Palace again, in order to to ensure that the Mamool Yes does not pose a further threat to the ton berries. The required quests for the Wanderer's Palace (Hard) must be completed before this search continues. Using the anima weapon, you drive your Mamool Yes from the Wanderer's
Palace, leaving the tonberries at rest. When you then pause to consider a suitable location for your next lesson, you'll be reminded of a malevolent force that once acquired Amdapor Keep. Never entirely convinced that darkness was truly banished, you decide to make for the Shroud. ◆The required quests for Amdapor
Keep (Hard) must be completed before this quest continues. Again, Amdapor Keep has been cleared of dirty spirits. If you pause to catch your breath, you notice that Ardashir seems strangely distracted. Ask him what concerns his thoughts. Despite the ever-present danger of death, it seems that Ardashir has been
struck by the beauty of Eorzea. Clearly, her miracles are easier to appreciate if you're not the ones fighting the battles. With nothing to report on the development of the anima, turn to leave, but pause to look back if you feel a familiar presence nearby. When you don't see anyone, you dismiss the feeling as a trick of the
imagination, and you think about where to go next. In the end, you settle on the Dusk Vigil, that once-proud fortress left to the wild beasts of Coerthas. ◆The required quests for the Dusk Vigil must be completed before proceeding with this quest. Brandishing the anima weapon with perfect skill, you leave the living
inhabitants of the Dusk Vigil dead, and the dead in pieces. Shortly thereafter, with the enemies of Ishgard still fresh in your mind, your thoughts turn to dragons. Perhaps a remnant of the Horde lingers on the slopes of Sohm Al... On the slopes of Sohm Al, you put the henchmen of Nidhogg in what you hope to be an
educational fashion. However, the threat of dragons still looms, and so you travel to the Aery to strike again against Ishgard's greatest enemy. Although your visit to the Aery heavily burdens your strength, it is still no time to rest. Nevertheless, you bid Ardashir to make for the safety of Ishgard, for where you mean to go,
he can not follow. Instead of meeting the enemies without, you choose to face the enemies in your memories, that is. Using the power of your mind, you will relive your battle in the Vault.Although your re-enactment of battle in the Vault only loosely matched the actual event, you are hopeful that the experience was of
some benefit. When you think about the lengths at which you have come to cherish the anima, you suddenly remember a strange event in the Black Shroud that you suspect may be significant. Talk to Ardashir and tell him what you saw. Ardashir's eyes grow wide with wonder upon hearing your account of the anima. He
immediately leaves for Azys Lla, and asks You'll be there as soon as you're able. Upon arrival, you will find Ardashir abust with excitement, much to the irritation of rolled's. You interrupt the pair's bickering with the revelation that the anima can speak. While While is dumbstruck by the implications of this discovery, Gerolt
wants nothing more than to go home, and asks for your weapon that he might make some final adjustments. the blacksmith duly gives the thing an extraordinarily thorough pounding, his arm granted new strength by his thirst for beer, but even he is not prepared for what follows. Without warning, the weapon begins to
glow as if it were alive. Although you feel that the young anima still has a way to go, you look forward to seeing it grow. Equipped with and , use the Duty Finder to snowcloak.Equipped with and , use the Duty Finder to enter Sastasha (Hard). Equipped with and, use the Duty Finder to enter the sunken temple of Qarn
(Hard). With and equipped, speak with Ardashir in the south of Thanalan.Equipped with and , use the Duty Finder to enter the Guardian of the Lake.Equipped with and , use the Duty Finder to enter the Wanderer's Palace (Hard). Equipped with and , use the Duty Finder to enter Amdapor Keep (Hard). With and equipped,
speak with Ardashir in the south Shroud.Equipped with and , use the Duty Finder to be the Dusk Vigil.Equipped with and , use the Duty Finder to be the Vault.With and equipped, speak with Ardashir in the Pillars.With and in your inventory , speaking with Ardashir in Azys Lla.TypeSide Story Quests Hardening
UpUnlocks Finding Your VoiceRewards 1512Start NPCArdashirEnd NPCGeroltPatch3.15Ardashir is concerned about the growth of animas. ◆Changing classes or jobs will prevent progress during this search. The anima has grown at a rattling rate, absorbing large amounts of aether in the process. Ardashir fears that
this rapid development may exceed the boundaries of the soulstone as a basis. To ensure that all your hard work is not wasted, he plans to strengthen the soulstone and have a new weapon rolled to hold it. This new weapon, however, will require four materials essential for carrying large amounts of ether: enchanted
rubber, fast-drying carbon coat, fast-acting Allagan catalyst, and divine water. Gerolt suggests looking for a merchant named Cristiana in the House of Splendors in Mor Dhona who may have what he needs. ◆You may not continue with a class or job that is different from when you accepted this quest. Cristianas were
limited, but she actually has what you're looking for. If only it were as simple as paying her in Gil. She demands several expertly exotic goods in exchange for the materials Gerolt asked for. Whether you fashion them, find them, or trade for them, you should What Scrolled needs if you are to complete the anima weapon.
You get the materials needed to apply the soulstone of the anima to a new weapon. Rolled up his hammer and puts his legendary skills to work again. the famous ring of his hammer hammer the air, but the medley quickly comes to a stop. His latest masterpiece is complete, and your weapon is born again! You hold it
up, bask in its light, when what looks like a sprite takes shape for you and thanks you for everything you've done. You smile and nod, knowing that your journey together has only just begun. With and equipped or in your inventory, speak with Cristiana in Revenant's Toll.With and in your inventory, merchant supplies to
Gerolt in Azys Lla.TypeSide Story QuestsQuest Coming into Its OwnUnlocks a Dream FulfilledRewards 518Start NPCArdashirEnd NPCArdashirPatch3.25Ardashir has a breakthrough in his study of the anima. ◆Changing classes or jobs will prevent progress during this search. Ardashir is determined to supplement the
animas aetheric energies so that it can pass on his thoughts clearly and concisely. to this end, he proposes to improve the aerodynamic conductivity of the weapon, not only to give the anima the power to converse, but to enable people without the Echo to understand what is being communicated. Rolled agrees to help.
However, in order to work on the anima weapon, he must first isolate his tools with a soul smooth, and for that he needs five pots of ether oil. He offers you search Eorzea's traders of ancient antiquities to obtain what he needs. ◆You may not continue with a class or job that is different from when you accepted this quest.
You return with pots of ether oil in hand to find Rolled in unusually high spirits. He quickly reveals the reason for his good mood, namely that he has in fact consumed a large number of spirits. Deaf to Ardashir's plea to lower his hammer, Gerolt begins to stomp away with surprising speed and precision. It doesn't take
long for his work to be completed and you take a weapon seemingly alive with aether. as you lift it high to bask in its warm glow, the anima suddenly manifests itself to you. It is grateful for its new strength, and vows to do what it can to help you in your upcoming adventures. Although he cannot yet observe the anima,
Ardashir is pleased that you share such a long exchange, and looks forward to seeing how the anima will take shape under your leadership. With and in your inventory, the pots of ether supply oil to Ardashir.TypeSide Story Quests Finding Your VoiceUnlocksRecondition de Anima Future ProofRewards 488Start
NPCArdashirEnd NPCArdashirPatch3.3Ardashir is lost in thought. ◆Changing classes or jobs will prevent progress during this search. The bond between you and the anima is stronger than ever. Although the development is only a matter of course, Ardashir believes that he can hasten the process. He proposes short
trip to Idyllshire for meeting an acquaintance, a Ulan. a fellow researcher and lover of Carbuncles, she has dedicated her life to the study of secretive entities and methods by which she improved. He is far from certain that her work is the key to unlocking the anima's potential. And with that, you're going to Idyllshire.
◆You may not continue with a class or job that is different from when you accepted this quest. √Please note that this search cannot be left through the diary. If you want to leave the quest, you do so at any time by speaking with Ardashir.The focus of Ulan's research, as she explains, is the use of crystal sand to promote
growth in mysterious constructions. Normally, one needs a proper balance of the elements for the procedure to work, a process that can take weeks or even months. Luckily, she realizes you're not someone who's wasting time. to this end, she suggests the use of umbrite, a umbral-aspected stone that can strip the
elements from crystal sand, eliminating the need to fine-finish the elementary properties. With that knowledge she offers you to collect the crystal sand and umbrite needed to promote the anima's development to your liking. Ulan's plan is a success. with the crystal sand missing all the basic aspects, the anima easily
consumed, reaching new heights of strength. Both you and Ulan are impressed with the results, especially when the anima insists on consuming larger amounts of the treated crystal sand. Although it is not without risk, Ardashir agrees to the request, stating the anima is free to make his own choices. He suspects that
this also requires a new weapon that is better suited to the nascent power of the anima. as a preventive measure, he returns to Azys Lla to prepare with Gerolt. His suspicions are quickly confirmed when, after various uses of crystal sand, the anima appears for you wailing and pain. Ulan offers you a meeting with
Ardashir and see what can be done to help. You arrive at Azys Lla to find Ardashir and Gerolt ready with a freshly forged weapon to house the soulstone of the anima. After verifying the stone is still in one piece, they carefully transplant into a new barrel. You raise the weapon high and admire its beauty, when suddenly
the anima appears in front of you. and finally, after years of research and countless failures, Ardashir is able to behold the anima in all its splendor. His dream finally realized, the young researcher must now raise his sentences in his pursuit of cultivating artificial life. √ the attributes of the anima weapon can be
redistributed by speaking with Ulan in Idyllshire.With and equipped or in your inventory, speak with Ulan in Idyllshire.With and equipped, speak with Ulan to strengthen the anima. With and your inventory, speaking with Ardashir in Azys Lla.TypeSide Story Quests a Dream FulfilledUnlocksSeeking InspirationCut of another
cloth Born Again AnimaRewards 1689 NPCArdashirEnd NPCArdashirPatch3.45Ardashir considering the current state of the anima. ◆Changing classes or jobs prevents progress this search. Ardashir is seemingly satisfied with the results of his research so far, so much so that he soon plans to return to Radz-at-Han,
where he will present his findings. Rolled, on the other hand, is baffled by this suspicion, and wastes no time reprimanding him. Ardashir reluctantly accepts the truth that their work is not yet complete and soon offers a means to temporarily strengthen the anima weapon. for his plan to work, however, it requires a
ceruleum solution that he has commissioned from an experienced distiller in Idyllshire. As he begins other preparations for the anima weapon, he asks you to meet with this craftsman, a Blamprest, in Idyllshire. ◆You may not continue with a class or job that is different from when you accepted this quest. Blamprest
assures that the work on ardashir's order is in full swing. However, he has been slowed down by the need for vocal clusters. Although difficult to acquire, he has entrusted the task to a few sisters-educated magicians who agreed to help ... for a price. No sooner does he mention the couple than they appear before you
looking for compensation for their work. To your surprise and dismay, he tells them that you have eagerly agreed to pay for them in his place. They have yet to explain how to pay them, but if your only alternative is to negotiate at Rowena's Center for Cultural Promotion, you steel yourself to undertake trials of unknown
danger. After subjecting yourself to the peculiar whims of Amphelice and Angelet, you finally deliver the singing clusters to Blamprest, who then creates the elixir needed for the amplifying drink of the anima weapon. With your work complete and the elixir in hand, it offers you safe travel back to Azys Lla.You returns to
Azys Lla, elixir in hand. however, the second bottle you place on Ardashir's workbench leaves him perplexed. If you explain to him that it was an order for spirits placed by Gerolt, he then comes to a sudden and surprising realization-Gerolt wasted some of the money lent to them by Rowena to make the purchase.
Although he is furious, he cannot deny the strange but beneficial effects of alcohol on Gerolt's work. After regaining his composure, he completes his drink, and puts Gerolt to work on strengthening the anima weapon. To their delight, Ardashir's plan was a success. In addition, it goes on to show you an Allagan droid that
may be the key to ensuring the anima's longevity, assuming it can be repaired. √ the attributes of the anima weapon can be reassigned by speaking to Ulan in Idyllshire.With and equipped or in your speak to Blamprest in Idyllshire. Collect the singing clusters. With and in your inventory, deliver the distilled ceruleum and
moonrise to Ardashir in Azys Lla.TypeSide Story QuestsQueste Future ProofStart NPCAmpheliceEnd NPCAmphelicePatch3.45Amphelice seems ready for business. No sooner have you nodded head in consent then Amphelice goes straight to the heart of the matter. You will only receive the singing clusters when
completing and presenting to her three deftly written stories of daring and adventure. Because you are no stranger to danger, and know where to find it, you will look for inspiration for your writing. ◆The main item can be obtained by erasing a dungeon via Duty Roulette: Leveling.You emerge from battle, your mind
swimming with scenes of battle to chronicle in your diary. It won't take you time to compose your first masterpiece, but your work is not yet complete. To achieve that, look for your next story. ◆The most important item can be obtained by erasing a dungeon via Duty Roulette: Leveling.Although tired of battle, put your arms
down to pick up a pen and record your most recent fight in meticulous detail. Your second story is complete. With only one story of adventure left to write, hurry to another place that might call danger at home. ◆The main item can be obtained by cleaning up a dungeon via Duty Roulette: Leveling.The battle was fierce, a
dance of knives where death was all but promised. yet you appear victorious, and duly inspired. With a flourish of your pen, write what could only be your magnum opus, completing the set of three stories promised to Amphelice. On the way to Idyllshire, you wonder if she thinks your work is worthy of the singing clusters.
Amphelice pores over your work and is almost at a loss for words. More than impressed with your work, she explains that she is a writer in dire need of new ideas for her poetry. Or rather, she needed new ideas. Your stories have put her mind to racing, and she is only too happy to reward you with singing clusters. ◆This
repeatable search can be carried out once a week. After completing the quest, it will become available again at :00 a.m. (Earth time). Get part one of an adventurer's life by erasing a dungeon through Duty Roulette: Leveling.Get volume two of an adventurer's life by erasing a dungeon via Duty Roulette: Leveling.Get
volume three of an adventurer's life by cleaning up a dungeon through Duty Roulette: Leveling.Deliver the three parts of an Adventurer's Life to Amphelice in Idyllshire.TypeSide Story QuestsRequires Future ProofStart NPCAngeletEnd NPCAngeletPatch3.45Angelet looks at you expectantly. You speak to Angelet, who
makes a seemingly innocuous request with her stiffened in hand, she asks you to relive the fiercest battles of your past. the only condition, however, is that you do so at the place of battle, because that is the only way accelerate the magic of her fabric. Although the locales she insists are probably still full of danger, you
are not one to balk at a challenge. and so hurry to the sites of your past adventures. ◆The main item can be obtained by cleaning up a dungeon via via Roulette: Level 50/60 Dungeons.Your stroll down memory lane was fraught with danger, but both you and Angelet's moggy canvas remain no worse for wear, and
surprisingly no different. Which seems strange, because according to Angelet there must be a clear difference in the canvas. Maybe she can explain what has happened. Angelet radiates with excitement upon your return, and the reason for her delight gives you pause. as she explains it, her profession is editing dolls
using cursed materials. What was once a seemingly normal bolt of dust is now full of the pain and suffering of your fallen enemies. As promised, she'll leave you the singing cluster you desire. in case you cross paths with her again, remember not to ask yourself after her merchandise. ◆This repeatable search can be
carried out once a day. After completing the quest, it will become available again the next day at :00 p.m. (Earth time). Get cloth of disturbing memories to Angelet in Idyllshire.TypeSide Story QuestsRequires Future ProofUnlocksSome Assembly RequiredBody and SoulRewards 615Start NPCArdashirEnd
NPCGeroltPatch3.5Ardashir seems to like to tell you something. ◆Changing classes or jobs will prevent progress during this search. Ardashir has good news to share with u-work at the processing node vital to his work is almost complete. His delight is quickly muted, however, when Gerolt reprimanded him for not lifting
a finger to help. the young scholar soon insists on doing his fair share of work, but never afraid–there is plenty to go around. Ardashir wastes no time in breaking up his duties, tasked with obtaining three idiosyncrasies needed to forge the new anima weapon: a rare gemstone of Amdapor, a muffled doll from the Great
Gubal Library, and melted rock from Sohm Al.Braving the dangers of Eorzea's darkest dungeons unscathed, and three rarities richer for the experience. You just hope Ardashir has completed his duties by the time you get back. You arrive in Azys Lla to discover that the processing node is fully operational. Not wanting to
waste time, Ardashir insists Gerolt ignore his thirst for beer and start working on the weapon. In the meantime, he wants you to activate the now functioning node. The node comes to life with a buzz and a mustache, ready to make you a soulstone. Assuming you have the necessary materials, of course. When you're
done with the processing node, Ardashir asks you to activate the verification node in preparation for the transfer the anima. Moving the anima to a new soulstone will be a big risk, as there is a chance that the young mind will disappear into the aether before the process is complete. However, after extensive research,
Ardashir to ensure the safety of the anima: increasing the aetheric density. as he explains it, the recent treatment of anima weapon ceruleum has improved his aether-absorbing skills, making now the right time to implement his plan. He presents you with a control device, and offers you to continue your routine acts of
heroism. Once the anima has absorbed sufficient levels of aether, its most recent discovery,the verification node will analyze the anima weapon and determine your chances of success. Ardashir is not one to gamble, however, and says he will not be satisfied until failure is a mathematical improbability. In the unlikely,
should you lose the animagla, you obtain a new one by speaking with Ardashir on Azys Lla.You traverses the realm to strengthen the anima through heroics both large and small, from rescuing cats trapped on cold stone rooves to killing beasts sent from the void. Convinced that the anima is ready, return to Azys Lla to
have the anima weapon examined. The verification node begins its analysis, and after what seems like an eternity, you are happy to hear the likelihood of failure is almost impossible. All that remains is to carry out the transfer. His plans are perfect, his calculations impeccable, but Ardashir cannot reject his menacing
sense of fear. However, his doubts are quickly brushed aside when Gerolt surprises him with a few choice words reminiscent of encouragement. Duly inspired, they get to work, and it doesn't take long before the anima is safely placed in his new soulstone and weapon ... or so they think. You hold up your freshly forged
weapon, but when you call the anima, the lack of response gives you pause. Just when Ardashir had begun to lose hope, the anima appears from a blinding flash of light, regaling you with talk of another word experience. The anima is safe, now and forever more. But Ardashir mentions that he has one last assignment
with you. What could it be? √ the attributes of the anima weapon can be redistributed by speaking to Ulan in Idyllshire.With and equipped or in your inventory, obtain a magic bauble from the Lost City of Amdapor (Hard). With and equipped or in your inventory, obtain an old magicked poppet from the Great Gubal Library
(Hard). With and equipped or in your inventory, obtain spectral magma from Sohm Al (Hard). With and equipped or in your inventory, deliver the forging materials to Gerolt in Azys Lla.With and equipped or in your inventory, activate the processing node. With and in your inventory you can access the verification node.
With and equipped or in your inventory, access the verification node. With and in your inventory, the newborn soulstone to Rolled in Azys Lla.TypeSide Story QuestsQuestes Born Again AnimaStart NPCProcessing NodeEnd NPCProcessing NodePatch3.5The processing node floats idly, waiting for commands. Ardashir
offers a short short of how the new soulstone of the anima will be created, entrusting you with the task of obtaining pneumite, an obscure catalyst that is essential to the process. Although he is reluctant to admit it, he does not know where they can be bought or manufactured. Ardashir offers you bundle all your resources
to detect this elusive component. You may be better off acquiring the pneumite by means of resources unspoken. After loading into the node along with Ardashir's crystals, and completing an unexpected-but-necessary system update, you are the proud owner of a sparkling new soulstone. Once Gerolt has finished
forging your weapon, it won't be long before the anima lives in his permanent new home. TypeSide Story QuestsQuestes Born Again AnimaUnlocksWords of WisdomRewards 1559Start NPCAutomatonEnd NPCArdashirPatch3.5The non-working automatic sits quietly, waiting to get a target. Ardashir is ready to present
the results of his research to Rowena. Perhaps due to the strange weather in Azys Lla, however, he is unable to contact her using his linkpearl. He offers your trip to Idyllshire and request that she come to Azys Lla as he prepares the final preparations for the unveiling of the Anima. Rowena is pleased to hear that the
work on the anima weapon has finally been completed. Unfortunately, she has unfinished business to keep her in Idyllshire. She's asking you to return to Azys Lla for her. There is still time before Rowena arrives, and Ardashir seizes the opportunity to present you with a gift. You use the strange device he gives you to
summon the anima, and are surprised to see that it has adopted a new physical form. Ardashir explains that this was made possible using the original soulstone of the anima. Rowena arrives shortly afterwards to see the fruits of your hard work. She is happy with what Ardashir has achieved, and looks forward to seeing
more. When he mentions his plans to find a new blacksmith to help him, all eyes are on Gerolt, who makes clear his intentions to leave now that he is debt-free. His liberation, however, is short-lived, when Rowena reminds him of the vast sums of gil he has spent since they began working on the anima. Firmly back under
Rowena's thumb, he begs Ardashir to accept his help. Meanwhile, the anima suggests that you leave to look for new adventures. Speak to Rowena in Idyllshire.With and equipped or in your inventory, speak with Ardashir in Azys Lla.TypeSide Story QuestsRequiresBody and SoulUnlocks Best Friends ForeverRewards
1526 NPCArdashirStart NPCArdashirPatch3.55aArdashir is curious about the current state of animas. Ardashir's investigation into the is suddenly interrupted by a linkpearl call from Rowena. as the young scholar explains it, he had sent documents explaining his research to a renowned authority of mysterious magic,
which it deemed necessary to favor him with a response. Eager though he is to know what wisdom they have to share, he can't neglect his current current He asks that you precede him and meet rowena in Idyllshire.Ardashir bursts onto the scene, breathless of an unexpected and hasty return to Azys Lla before finally
arriving in Idyllshire. He quickly regains his composure, lest he pore over the wise words of the scholar,which is revealed to be none other than legendary Matoya. Although her missive is marked with praise for his work, it is not without criticism. to know, she has reason to believe that Ardashir's approach so far may have
failed to instill the anima with a sufficient sense of individuality. On the basis of his writings, she has made a proposal to rectify this issue. and so he returns to Azys Lla to tell Gerolt about the good news. Little to your surprise, Ardashir's unbridled enthusiasm to resume his work is matched only by Scroll's aversion and
desire for peace. One can only wonder what trials and tribulations are in store for you and the anima. Speak with Rowena in Idyllshire.Speak with Ardashir in Azys Lla.TypeSide Story QuestsRequiresWords of WisdomRequiresWords of WisdomRequiresWords of WisdomRequires 518Start NPCArdashirEnd
NPCArdashirPatch3.55aArdashir is eager to put Matoya's sage counsel into practice. ◆Changing classes or jobs will prevent progress during this search. Having carefully pored over Matoya's missive, Ardashir explains that the primals are the key to the anima's relief. He asks you to relive your fiercest battles with these
heavenly beings, not on the battlefield, but in your mind. Paired as you are with the anima, he states that it would be like your a-therial companion experiencing these epic battles firsthand. Paying attention to his request, take a deep breath, still your mind, and think back to your first encounter with the divine beings
known as primates. You wake up with a beginning, your heart still races out of your vivid memories of your confrontations with Ifrit, Garuda and Titan. yet there is still much for you to share with the anima. You close your eyes one more time and prepare to call out the depths of your memory yet another harrowing battle
with the primals. You open your eyes again for a short reprieve from relive the more difficult experiences of your past. With the memories of battle still fresh in your mind, check you-maybe out of habit -to make sure your garb is neither soaked nor sung from battle. Unfortunately, there is no rest for the weary, because
many stories of derring-do remain untold. Once again, you empty your mind, evoking a vision of struggle and battle against the unbridled fury of the primals. The ring of steel echoes into your ears as you stir back to consciousness. Although the confrontations have taken place entirely in the eye of your mind, muscles are
strangely painful, your body stiff as of great physical exertion. and yet there is one more story to tell about three gods trapped in perpetual conflict, and the brave soul who dared to bring them down. You return to senses in a cold sweat, a sigh of relief escaping from your lips when you realize that the fights were all in your
mind. Although it was not in the flesh that you faced these encounters again, your sharp and stirring memories of your great deeds will undoubtedly prove to be of great value to the anima. After you have exhausted your repository of debilitating memories of your confrontations with the primals, you will look for Ardashir,
so that together you might awaken the new knowledge of the anima. Ardashir would proceed with the next phase of Matoya's plan: namely to use a spell to have the newly acquired knowledge of the anima baked into the core of his being. However, there is a rub-all materials needed for the procedure are readily
available, except for an old variety of enchanted ink said to be made only in the land of Sharlayan. Knowing of any traders who could handle such exotic goods, Ardashir puts off to your unparalleled talent for purchasing. Through resources that are only available for one of your experience and expertise, you buy a bottle
of archaic enchanted ink and deliver it to Ardashir. He follows Matoya's instructions to the letter, setting a mysterious circle for the spell and gently placing the anima weapon in the middle. as your aether flows into the circle, focus your thoughts on the anima, which quickly manifests itself in front of you. Your hearts and
minds are now as one, the anima acutely aware of your faith and aspirations for the journey to come. the deep attachment you feel towards the anima has cast away his fears, leaving only hope and an unwavering determination. After countless trials and tribulations, your a-theriad companion has truly come into his own.
While you don't know what the future holds, take comfort in knowing that whatever dangers you encounter, you won't encounter them alone. Indeed, your enemies must now resist the power of the anima. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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